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Owl 

Materials: 

 Small amounts of 4 shades of 2ply lambswool. 

 Small piece of black felt for eyes, or buttons, or toy eyes. 

 Toy stuffing 

Punchcard:  

Only these two rows needed as card is locked all the time/ Stitchworld 306 

would give a similar effect with card lock on relevant rows 

Row 1 
Row 2 

Method 

Body  

1. Cast on 60 sts T4 with main colour. Knit 2 rows. COR 

2. Set carriage to hold. Put 40 sts at left side into hold. 

3. *Knit 1 row. Put 1 stitch on left side into hold.* Repeat this row until all stitches are in hold. 

4. Cancel hold. Knit 1 row. COL  

5. Set carriage to hold. Put 40sts at right side into hold.  

6.  *Knit 1 row. Put 1 stitch on right side into hold.* Repeat this row until all stitches are in 

hold. RC000 

7. Cancel hold. Knit 30 rows. Set carriage to knit punchcard. Lock punchcard on row 1. 

8. Knit 1 row with main colour.  Change colour, set carriage to slip, Knit 8 rows. 

9. Lock punchcard on row 2. Cancel slip, change to main colour, knit 2 rows. 

10. Change colour, set carriage to slip, knit 8 rows. 

11. Repeat steps 9 and 10, alternating rows 1 and 2 of punchcard, and changing secondary 

colours according to preference until RC178. 

12. Change to main colour. Knit 30 rows. COR 

13. Set carriage to hold.  Repeat steps 2-6, then cancel hold knit 1 row and cast off. 

Eyes [2] 

1. Cast on 8 sts T2. 

2. Knit 2 rows. Carriage set to hold. COR 

3. Put 1 st at left side into hold. Knit 1 row. 

4. Repeat step 3 until all stitches are in hold. 

5. Put 2 stitches at right into working position. Knit 1 row. Put 1 stitch at right back to hold. Knit 

1 row. 

6. Repeat step 4 until all stitches are in working position.  

7. Repeat sets 3-6 4 times.  Knit 1 row and cast off.   

Making up 

Join seams on eyes.  Stitch to front of owl.  Stitch eye centres to eyes. 

Stitch side seams of owl.  Stuff with toy filling.  Stitch top. 


